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Director Message

“When you work in the pharmaceutical
industry you realize that there's a lot
out of people's control, and there's
ways that people can be helped”.

To best serve our clients we believe in establishing a range of international strategic
partnerships to strengthen all activities from development and commercialization,
product supply and marketing. We work continuously to consolidate a position as
leading generic pharmaceutical company, worldwide and as your trusted healthcare
partner providing you best in class products available.
Our knowledge, abilities, capability to innovate, productivity and our integrity enable
us to responsive to you and your family needs. We want to be your ﬁrst choice.
We have proven successfull shortening the development and ommercialization
process along with swift marketing authorizations to introduce new products to
our markets supported by a harmonized production and distribution capability.
We welcome to you contact us - whether to enquire about our products or to
oﬀer your thoughts as to how we can best serve you.

Nilesh Jain,
Managing Director.
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ABOUT US

Fedelty Healthcare Private Limited is a young and
dynamic pharmaceutical company that contributes a
signiﬁcant role in the ﬁeld of generic medicines and is
engaged in the large scale wholesale operations of
pharmacy supplies and generic medicines. We are in
the pharmaceutical industry since 1995 and are experts
in sourcing, storage, distribution and delivery of third
party manufacturing into regions worldwide.
Through global comparative sourcing, You can access
pharmaceutical products other wise unavailable or
expensive in your country at cost-effective prices.
After understanding the tedious regulations of every
country, ﬁxing every logistic gap, and ensuring safe
supply, we have designed a perfect sourcing, storage
and distribution plan.
Our comprehensive umbrella of services covers
comparative sourcing, named patient supply,
Hospital supplies, Government supplies, Bulk supplies,
Contact manufacturing OR private labelling. No matter
what services you opt for we promise you complete
conﬁdentiality. We source only from veriﬁed suppliers
and manufacturers in the same fest and most
cost-effectiveways.
We are certiﬁed by national and international bodies
such as the Federation of Indian Exports Organization,
Pharmaceutical Export Promotion Council of India.
We provide only the best generic and branded
pharmaceutical products. Our preservation measures
ensure that the product reaches you the way it must.
With data loggers ensuring the controlled door to door
temperature, our customers get consistent quality of
products and logistic services.

PHILOSOPHY
ABOUT US
Our long-term objective is to become a global healthcare company
known for its innovation, quality, and competence. We strive to be the
top pharmaceutical company by maintaining high-quality standards.

MISSION
Our mission is to fulﬁl our social responsibility by providing the best
grade of healthcare goods to all sectors of society while remaining true
to our fundamental principles of honesty, excellent ethics, and dedication.

VALUE
Customer value is created by constantly providing great end-to-end
supply chain solutions that address even the most complicated
requirements of our clients.

SERVICES

CONTRACT MANUFRACTURING
Fedelty Health Care is a prominent contract manufacturing organization. We provide
private label contract manufacturing of products on a global scale. We work closely
with the manufacturers for the production of required medicines, with our solid
understanding of local laws and processes we work in partnership with manufacturers
to distribute theirmedicines in new territories.

BULK PHARMA EXPORT
We are the leading exporter in the western region and we contribute maximum quantum
as a pharmaceutical bulk drugs exporter from Mumbai. We have developed a dynamic
team to work aggressively towards the bulk pharma export ensuring speedy, safety and
quality operations. The important fact is that we mainly focus on the bulk pharma export
to every country, every region and thus we reach the whole world.

COLD CHAIN PAKAGING
Cold chains are supply chains that specialize in storing, transporting, and preserving
goods that require a speciﬁed temperature range. As a validated cold chain packaging
partner, we ensure that temperature controls are managed across the world during
cold chain shipping. We developed a partnership with the vendors and sub-vendors
about the technologies of software and hardware. We are one of the most integrated
solution providers in the ﬁeld of cold chain shipping and monitoring across the world.
We have a team who are extremely efﬁcient in managing and responsible for the
distribution methods, temperature controlled regulations and hygiene management.

GOVERNMENT SUPPLIES
Fedelty Healthcare provides the best Medical Government Supplies in healthcare and
Government Healthcare Contracts. We have superior quality best pharmaceutical
medicines with reasonable pricing and are the best government healthcare contracts
for healthcare supplies and medical supplies. We provide Medical Supplies services
and resources in the global pharma world with a biotech and healthcare supplies
chain network.

HOSPITAL SUPPLIES
Fedelty Healthcare provides Hospital Supplies that takes care of every medical supply
inventory. We export medical supplies on me to hospital supply and healthcare products
facilities that need them. We offer fast service and quick delivery for orders with the best
packaging services. We are a trusted pharmacy products exporter from India and a
certiﬁed pharmacy company in the world.

CLINICAL TRIAL SUPPLY
We anticipate the number of clinical trials will grow infuture and we are ready to provide
the clinical trial supply for deadly diseases like cancer. We are aggressively contributing
towards the biologics and pharma biosimilar medicine trials supply. We are aiming to
develop ourselves with the clinical research and improvisation of the logistics arm.

NAMED PATIENT
Patient access to commercially approved drugs that aren't accessible in their home
country is made possible via the Named Patient Program. Here we expertly navigate
strict county regulations for the legal supply of non-accessible drugs in a particular
country. Named Patient programs provide controlled, preapproval access to drugs in
response to requests by physicians on behalf of speciﬁc, or “named”, patient before
those medicines are licensed in the patient's home country. Through these programs,
patient’s can access drugs in late-stage clinical trials or approved in other countries
for a genuine, unmet medical need, before those drugs have been licensed in the
patient's home country.

CATEGORIES

ONOCOLOGY DRUGS
Medical Oncology is a modality of treatment in cancer care that uses Chemotherapy,
immunotherapy, Hormonal Therapy and Targeted Therapy to treat cancer effectively.
Fedelty Healthcare provides branded as well as high-quality generic oncology drugs
addressing the unmet medical needs across the world.

LIFE SAVING DRUGS
Emergency drugs/lifesaving drugs require immediate administration within minutes post
or during a medical emergency or medicines which have the potential to sustain life or
prevent further complications. We strongly believe in the quality and timely supply of
Specialty medicines at an economical rate. We follow a strict timeline from the moment
a product is ordered and ll the last step it is delivered and our efﬁcient logistics and
warehousing facilities enable us to ensure an uninterrupted and streamlined supply
chain management to reach the end customer/ patient at any part of the country.

HIV DRUGS
HIV medicine is called anretroviral therapy (ART). There is no effective cure for HIV.
But with proper medical care, it can be controlled. HIV medicines help people with
HIV live longer, healthier lives and reduce the risk of HIV transmission. The right type
of HIV medicine can help prevent transmitting HIV to the fetus. We provide
cost-effecve generic as well as branded HIV Drugs.

LIVER MEDICATIONS
The liver plays an important role in many bodily functions. Liver disease is any
disturbance of liver function that causes illness. We at Fedelty Healthcare provide
medicines for liver diseases and conditions like cirrhosis, alcohol abuse,
medicine side effects on the liver, hepatitis A, B, C, D, and E, infectious
mononucleosis (Epstein Barrvirus), nonalcoholic fay liver disease (NASH), and iron
overload (hemochromatosis).

CARGO MODE
(AIR, SEA, COURIER)

SEA CARGO FOR FCL & LCL
1. Nearest port: JNPT, Mumbai.
2. Bulk Carries.
3. General Cargo Ship & Container
Ships Tankers & Barges.

BENEFITS OF SEA CARGO
1. Smooth Sailing & Larger Volume.
2. Safe & Environment Travel.
3. Cost-Effective.

AIR CARGO FOR LARGE CARGO
1. Monitored cold chain shipments using
veriﬁed forwarders
2. 3rd Party shipments (Shipments by
Fedelty Health Care to your
client & AWB in your name)
3. Cold chain shipments

BENEFITS OF AIR CARGO
1. Air freight is the fastest transport
alternative.
2. Air freight shipments are highly
reliable
3. Ship your goods almost anywhere
with air freight.

4. Direct shipments to the client
4. Air freight shipments are very secure.
5. Reduced costs for packaging,
warehousing and insurance.
6. Air freight shipments are very easy to
track.

COURIER FOR SMALL CARGO
1. EMS is an international postal Express
Mail Service, for documents and
merchandise.
2. All courier services providers such as
DHL, FedEx, UPS and others.

BENEFITS OF COURIER
1. Reduction in Transport Expenses.
2. Transfer of Risks and Liabilities.
3. Ability to Concentrate on the
Core Business.
4. Fast Delivery Services.
5. Great value for money.
6. Access to Additional Services.
7. Reliability.

WAREHOUSE & PACKAGING

We provide warehousing,
parcel transportation, and
tracking services to all our
customers globally. Our
supply chain platform brings
ﬂexibility and efﬁciency to our
customers' supply chain
requirements. Our operations,
infrastructure and technology
enable our customers to transact
with us at competitive costs.

We provide excellent
packaging for transportation,
that conform to prescribed
standards as well as customer
demand. Particularly with
respect to the exclusion of
moisture and light or the
provisions for Cold Chain
shipment for long-duration
shipments. Our quality and
efﬁcient packaging
enable trust among our
customers to develop lasting
relations with us as partners
in healthcare solutions.

COLD STORAGE BOX

CREDO BOXES

COLD CHAIN SAFE
BOXES WITH
ICE PACKS

COLD CHAIN CARGO
FLIGHTS

BLUE STAR
COLD ROOM

PROBITY
INQUIRY OR ORDER IS
RECEIVED
PROVIDING COMPETITIVE
AND AFFORDABLE
PRICE RANGE

FORMATION OF
QUOTATION AT BEST
MARKET ALTERNATIVES
COMPLIANCE OF INCO
TERMS & PAYMENT

INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT FOR
PROCUREMENT
SAFE AND HYGIENIC
PACKAGING

FULFILLMENT SERVICES
OF COURIER BOOKING
AND DISPATCH
AFTER-SALES SERVICES
BY TRACKING OF SHIPMENT
UNTIL DELIVERY

PERKS

Professionalism, reliability and innovation
are qualities that make Fedelty Healthcare
a perfect business partner.

We offer punctual & quality services.
Direct access to manufacturer
Wide range of products
Highly competitive price
Worldwide logistic service
Young dynamic staff
Excellent customer care

OUR ACCREDITATIONS

OUR ACCREDITATIONS

Contact us for more details
Fedelty Healthcare Pvt Ltd
40/42, Modi Street, 2nd Floor, No.12,
Fort, Mumbai -400001
Mobile / WhatsApp : +919819676096
Email: info@fedeltyhealthcare.com
Website: www.fedeltyhealthcare.com

